35 RECEIVING ONLY REPERFORATOR TABLE

ACTUAL WIRING DIAGRAM
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1. GENERAL

1.01 The electrical components installed on the 35 Receive Only Reperforator Table are illustrated in the attached actual wiring diagram.

2. ACTUAL WIRING DIAGRAM

2.01 Wiring diagram 5866WD covers the LT 300 (Bell 35A) 35 Receive Only Reperforator Table.

2.02 The actual wiring diagram presents a physical picture of each electrical component. The individual leads to each component are marked with their distant terminating points and wire color codes. The TF wiring field is part of the electrical service unit which is covered in another section.
WIRING LEGEND

DISTANT TERMINATING AREA
DISTANT TERMINAL DESIGNATION

WIRE COLOR CODE

COLOR CODE
BK - BLACK
W-BK WHITE BLACK

A LAMP HOLDER

PART OF 194218 CABLE ASSEMBLY

B CHAD SWITCH

TF WIRING FIELD (IN LESU-306)
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